12 Reasons for Shared
External IP Video Storage
Think you need another DVR? Think again!
Extend the life & value of DVRs & reduce surveillance cost

Affordable Retention & Protection for 1… or 100s of DVRs
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Executive Overview
Need a reason to consider upgrading your existing or new video surveillance system
with shared, external IP video storage? Would a dozen reasons be better?
Physical security is witnessing major changes that began over a decade ago and are
continuing to gain momentum. DVRs (digital video recorders) represent over 70% of the
video surveillance systems deployed today for CCTV. NVRs (network video recorders)
are also growing in acceptance, and are increasingly selected by security practitioners to
gain the benefits of IP, including the support of megapixel IP cameras and other devices.
And of course, IP offers wider vendor choices.
New applications, new legislation and growing regulatory pressure have changed the
face of video surveillance, and have helped drive the demand for IP network cameras,
higher resolution and increased frame rates combined with longer retention periods and
increased coverage. Unfortunately, budgets and resources often have not kept up with
these changes, putting pressure on security practitioners to find new ways to do
business.
And while video storage is often overlooked and hidden in the cost of DVRs, it can be
the single largest cost of any surveillance system. With IP storage, it is also the area
where the most savings can be found.

While physical security is understandably risk adverse, security professionals face having
to further invest heavily in existing analog architectures to keep up with these new
challenges. As a result, reliance on existing architecture investments have limited the
deployment of IP and NVR technology and their benefits.
www.intransa.com
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There is an answer. Shared, external IP video storage is a proven way to quickly and
affordably deliver a hybrid analog-digital system supporting existing analog technology,
or an all-IP solution for new installations.
With IP storage, security practitioners can meet the many challenges facing them while
delivering reduced costs and lower storage requirements. This is true for a single DVR,
extending retention capacity and reliability without adding the cost of an entirely new
DVR system. And it’s equally true when it comes to supporting dozens or hundreds of
DVRs, NVR and cameras. Practitioners can eliminate the risk of introducing new IP
technologies while continuing to leverage their existing infrastructure, and gain the
benefits of both analog and IP.
IP storage is less expensive than the captive, fixed storage found in DVRs and many
NVRs, and a single DVR system can benefit with increased retention and reliability too.
This allows users to extend the life of their existing DVRs and get more capacity out of
them, instead of having to buy a new DVR when additional retention is required. And
savings grow even further as more DVRs, NVRs, and cameras are added with IP storage.
***
This document will discuss twelve of the most common reasons that shared, external IP
video storage is often chosen for physical security, extending the life and value of DVRs
and reducing surveillance costs.
A companion summary datasheet and presentation are also available from the
Intransa.com website.

- Intransa, Inc., 2008
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Introduction
Physical security is undergoing rapid change from new demands and challenges driven
by outside forces such as legislation and regulation. At the same time, new threats and
opportunities constantly emerge
To address these challenges, early adopter security practitioners have been turning to
new technologies from the Information Technology (IT) market. Of all of the new
technologies, Internet Protocol (IP) based systems have proven to be the most effective
for several key areas of physical security, such as access control, life safety, video
analytics, and video surveillance management. The introduction of IP network cameras
have had visible substantial market impact, resulting in the decline of analog camera
technologies and pressure on the DVR market.
Unfortunately, IP is often viewed with suspicion, since it is unfamiliar to many in the
physical security industry. But for security practitioners, adoption of IP and leveraging
its many benefits does not have to be a risky proposition. By deploying external IP video
storage, video surveillance systems and other physical security applications are able to
immediately benefit.

Above: A familiar DVR environment, with four individual DVRs equipped with fixed,
captive disk drives for video retention and playback. Each DVR functions and is managed
independently of the others, recording from the analog cameras attached to it.
www.intransa.com
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Each DVR is effectively a “storage island”, and unable to share its capacity or
performance with other DVRs. This adds cost to surveillance systems, as storage unused
in one DVR is wasted, while other DVRs may need access to it, but are unable to do so.

StandStand-alone DVR “storage islands”
islands”

StandStand-alone DVRs are storage islands, each with fixed, captive video capacity
capacity

There are many reasons to make the move to IP via external IP video storage. This
paper will quantify a dozen reasons that will help the reader understand that the move
to shared, external IP storage is about much more than disk drives and a new
technology.
Most DVRs with non-proprietary OS systems can benefit from external IP storage. We
will discuss how deploying shared external IP storage can:
•

Reduce the overall cost of video surveillance while supporting new applications
(reasons 1 and 10) for one or more DVRs.

•

Reduce the total storage needed for video surveillance systems while also
eliminating many of the administrative and management tasks associated with
keeping DVRs and NVRs running (reasons 2 and 8).

•

Eliminate the risk of moving to IP, while keeping existing infrastructure intact and
eliminating the need for offline storage and backups (reasons 4, 9 and 7).

•

Extend retention periods indefinitely, while optimizing performance, eliminating
downtime, and increasing system reliability (reasons 5, 11, 3 and 6).

While there are many more reasons to make the move, these twelve are among the
most common reasons security practitioners and operators in gaming, law enforcement,
government, pharmaceuticals, manufacturing, transportation, corrections, education,
retal, municipalities and service industries have opted to install shared, external IP video
storage in conjunction with new or existing surveillance systems.
www.intransa.com
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A quick overview on shared, external IP video storage
Shared, external IP storage is a proven crossover solution, leveraging many years of IT
development and customer experience and based upon common, open industry
standards. Shared, external IP storage addresses the growing video surveillance needs
of the physical security industry.
Since not all readers may be familiar with shared, external IP storage, this brief section
will review this powerful solution.

What is shared, external IP video storage?
A shared, external IP video storage system provides retention capacity similar to that
found in DVRs, but is not enclosed in the DVR or NVR system. Instead it is external to
the DVR, and provides video storage for retention.
IT vendors have offered IP storage for many years, and a growing number of IP storage
solutions are now available to physical security practitioners as well. The best of these
are optimized and tested for video use, and can be said to be true shared, external IP
storage solutions.
In the industry’s best solutions, shared, external IP storage provides retention capacity
that can grow modularly from supporting a few cameras with as little as 2 terabytes (TB)
on a single DVR for perhaps 30 days retention, to 1,500 TB. These massively scalable
systems are capable of supporting thousands of cameras, hundreds of DVRs and NVRs,
and deliver years of retention at maximum resolution and frame rate. Best of all, they
can start and grow from support from a single DVR or just a few cameras… for less
money than analog storage in DVRs ever could.
Because external IP video storage can record video from DVRs, Hybrid DVRs, and NVRs,
or directly from network enabled surveillance cameras and other IP devices, security
professionals are able to leverage their existing infrastructure without any disruption.
Another advantage of the best external IP video storage offered today is that it supports
familiar physical security technology ranging from DVRs, NVRs, IP megapixel cameras,
analog cameras, video management systems, video analytics systems, cabling and
existing infrastructure.
Similarly, a nearly unlimited number of other IP-enabled devices such as access card
readers, biometric systems, life safety systems, process control, industrial surveillance
systems, physical security information management systems, and most IT technologies
can also be integrated as needed to leverage the IP storage.

www.intransa.com
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How does regular storage differ from shared, external IP storage?
Besides the obvious answer that shared, external IP storage provides video retention
from an enclosure outside the DVR or NVR, there are significant differences between
the fixed, captive storage found in a typical DVR or NVR system and shared, external IP
storage solutions.
Just as surveillance camera models from individual vendors perform differently in terms
of capabilities, features and performance, the same can be said of storage systems. To
be succinct, not all storage systems are equal.
While all storage systems use similar disk drives, it is the design and deployment of the
external IP storage as a physical security video retention solution that differentiates it
from the storage typically packaged with DVRs and NVRs.
Many of these shared, external IP storage solutions can reduce the overall storage
required among multiple DVRs and NVRs while increasing retention. They can also
reduce administration and maintenance, and dramatically lower total surveillance
system costs while adding the many benefits of IP. This is true for not just large
installations, but is equally true for those with just one or two DVRs.
As the example below shows, DVRs and many NVRs are built with standard PC grade
components. Some use direct attached storage (DAS), with one or more internal drives
as fixed, captive storage. Other DVRs and many NVRs use external DAS or NAS (network
attached storage) drive arrays from the DVR/NVR manufacturer for retention capacity.

Above: DVRs and many NVRs are built from industry standard components, including
fixed, captive direct attached storage (DAS) for video retention & playback.
www.intransa.com
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A small number of storage vendors also offer external storage arrays that can be
connected to servers running NVR software, sometimes called “Open NVRs”. These
Open NVRs are typically based on general purpose storage, and are the same
technology offered to IT users for email, database access and web browsing activities.
IT workloads like those are typically a mix of small reads and writes, to and from the disk
drives in the storage system. The characteristics of these workloads are very different
from typical video surveillance which does large amounts of streaming video, specifically
writing to disk (recording) and very little reading (play back).
These general purpose products perform well for IT, but unfortunately are often
susceptible to retention, performance and reliability problems over the long term for
video applications. These problems include storage file fragmentation and other system
issues that result from running non-stop video workloads with large, sequential writes
to the storage. These are patterns that IT systems are not primarily designed or
optimized for.
The best external IP storage for physical security is video optimized, supporting heavy
write-to-disk activities for non-stop video retention, and eliminating storage
fragmentation.
Because shared, external IP video storage uses IP-SAN technology with superior storage
management, it can deliver higher utilization than traditional video storage. This
improved utilization reduces the total amount of storage required. Even two or three
DVRs can benefit from using external, shared storage in this manner to reduce total
required.
An additional benefit of external IP video storage is that it is easier to maintain and grow,
and offers increased retention and reliability. This is largely thanks to built-in RAID
protection and fault tolerant designs that feature hot-swap components.
***
Shared, external IP video storage solutions are thus ideal for video surveillance retention.
This document will review a dozen of the reasons why this is the case, and the reader
can make their own assessment about applicability in their own environment.

www.intransa.com
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Part One: 12 Reasons for Shared, External IP Video Storage
While there are many reasons for physical security users to deploy shared, external IP
video storage for their surveillance systems, these twelve are among the most common.

Reason 1: Reduce the cost of video surveillance for 1 or more DVRs
Of all the reasons that support deploying shared, external IP storage solutions such as
those available from Intransa, reducing cost is perhaps the most important.
When you support even a single DVR with external IP video storage, you can more than
double the retention capacity and gain many additional benefits for less than doing so
with traditional fixed, captive DVR storage. As you add more DVRs, NVRs or cameras,
the savings grow even more.
The ability to share storage can significantly improve utilization of disk capacity because
25-35% less storage is typically required when external IP video storage is used for two
or more DVRs or NVRs. An additional benefit is that you can also improve retention
capacity and reliability with external, purpose-built, video surveillance storage solutions.
Consider the example at left. It shows
a single, popular model DVR from a
leading manufacturer, with 16
channels and a retention capacity of
2TB of captive, fixed internal storage
for perhaps 30 days.
The DVR is equipped with an internal
750GB disk that does double duty recording video and running the
operating system. Two additional
captive storage drives have been
added for a total manufacturer’s
suggested retail price (MSRP) of $17,695 (pricing current at time of printing, with
current model and configuration). A standard DVR, this model does not offer RAID
support for video protection in the event of a disk drive failure.
In the next example, an otherwise identical DVR from the same manufacturer could be
purchased with the same 16 channel support, but with a smaller drive that would be
used just for the DVR operating system. Since it would no longer need to do double
duty for video recording, system reliability would be directly improved.

www.intransa.com
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As the diagram at left shows, a
compact 1U (1.75” high)
StarterBlock shared, external IP
video storage system is connected
to the DVR. It offers a total of 2TB
of retention capacity (scalable to
16TB), with full RAID support;
consequently no video is ever lost
in the event of a disk drive failure.
The total price of the configuration
with DVR + StarterBlock IP storage
is just $11,523… a savings of $6,172
over the DVR-only config.
If an even more scalable EdgeBlock was used in place of StarterBlock, the storage
capacity of the entry configuration would double from 2TB in the fixed, captive standalone DVR storage model to 4TB of shared, external IP storage.
With double the capacity,
EdgeBlock and the DVR
together combine for an
MSRP of $17,033 – still $663
less than the DVR-only
option. And the configuration
doubles the retention
capacity available.
EdgeBlock has the advantage
that it can grow further when
needed, up to 84TB of RAIDprotected, hot-swap storage
to meet longer retention
rates and support more DVRs.
The cost savings increase dramatically when more DVRs are added to share the external
IP video storage.

www.intransa.com
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Above: A single stand-alone DVR with fixed, captive storage costs $662 more than the
same DVR connected to EdgeBlock shared, external IP storage that has double the
storage capacity. But as more DVRs are added, the IP storage option savings increase
even further. Two DVRs save $11,562, 3 $16,950, 4 $27,850, and 5 $34,287.

Below: When StarterBlock is used in place of EdgeBlock for the shared, external IP
storage, savings for even one or two DVRs are really attention-getting.

One DVR with StarterBlock is $6,172 less than a DVR-only solution. With 2 DVRs, the
savings grow to $15,284 with StarterBlock, $21,258 for 3, $32,158 for 4, and $41,270 for
5 DVRs.
While MSRP pricing will differ for the base DVR model included depending upon vendor
and model selected, these savings will typically hold true regardless. This is because in
both cases the base DVR continues to be used, and only the storage option is changed.

www.intransa.com
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Reason 2: Reduce total storage required
Standard DVR/Hybrid DVR/NVR Environment
Shared, external IP video storage can facilitate storage consolidation, a technique
proven in IT environments to dramatically reduce storage capacity requirements and
cost. For physical security and video surveillance, this technology it is equally applicable.
Shared, external IP storage with advanced RAID features also reduce overhead and
wasted storage.
Storage Consolidation
As discussed earlier, individual DVRs and NVRs typically use a storage technology called
“direct attached storage” or DAS. Each DVR/NVR has access to its own fixed, captive
DAS storage, either within the DVR/NVR itself, or directly attached as an external array.
Thus each DVR is effectively a “storage island”, self sufficient with fixed, captive storage
capacity for its own recording and playback.

Each of three DVRs in the above example is equipped with 500 GB (gigabytes) of fixed,
captive DAS storage, a common DVR offering. The lighter gray boxes represent the
www.intransa.com
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amount of fixed, captive storage currently used per device; the dark blue shows the
amount of retention capacity that is unused. In this example, 50% of the available
capacity is actually wasted, since it is not used by any of the DVRs. This is a fairly
common condition, especially since one DVR (B) is nearing the end of available storage it
can access, with only 25% capacity remaining to it.
Because the storage for each DVR is isolated from the other devices, as the storage is
consumed in one DVR/NVR, the others are unaffected. This also means that unused
storage cannot be shared with other devices. Therefore, if any one DVR/NVR consumes
all available captive storage, the only option is to start recording again over previous
recordings, erasing and reusing the storage. Many practitioners respond by adding
additional DVRs.
Security practitioners typically determine how much storage is required for each
DVR/NVR by calculating the number of channels each DVR/NVR is equipped with, adding
in the camera settings with the average frame rate and resolution connected to the
device, and multiplying that by the desired retention period. Most surveillance camera
vendors and those producing DVRs/NVRs provide their own calculators for making these
calculations. An example is the Axis Communications “Axis Design Tool”, which can be
found at http://tinyurl.com/6duzey or by going to the Axis Communications website
(www.axis.com).
The estimate that results from these calculations is then used to size the amount of
retention storage needed per DVR/NVR, and is balanced against the cost of the required
hardware. If the total amount of storage needed is too expensive, the retention period,
resolution or frame rate may each be reduced until the budget and acceptable retention
match up in a compromise.
However, when the calculation is incorrect or when new requirements are added
requiring longer retention periods or higher resolution and frame rates, the security
practitioner is unable to correct the problem on the fly, and instead must buy additional
hardware to meet the new need.
As a result, it is natural for security practitioners to over-provision each DVR/NVR with
additional DAS captive storage, providing a buffer against miscalculation or changing
requirements. This can add unnecessary cost, because storage that may never be
needed is budgeted for and acquired. Security practitioners also sometimes purchase
identical DVRs/NVRs in this manner to ensure compatibility and easy swaps between
units in the event of a failure, which can otherwise halt recording.
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In the example below, DVR A appears to be greatly over-provisioned, with just 25%
utilization and only 100 GB of the 500 GB in use for the current requirements.

DVR B appears to be appropriately provisioned, with 75% or 400 GB of storage in use
and just 25% or 100 GB unused as a buffer for additional recording, as well as for
operating system use.

Finally, DVR C appears to be adequately provisioned, with 50% of available storage used,
and 50% unused of the total 500 GB captive in the system.

These three DVRs represent common situations in actual use. Only DVR B is
appropriately provisioned, and an increase in retention period or in camera frame rate
and resolution could quickly consume the remaining available storage space. Yet DVR B
would be unable to access any unused storage in the other DVRs to make up the
difference needed.
Thus in this example, only 50% of storage overall (750 GB) is used for video recording
out of a total of 1,500 GB (or 1.5 terabytes / 1.5 TB) between the three DVRs. This
common result in DVR deployments means that the unused 750GB captive storage
retention is effectively wasted.
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Shared, external IP video storage solution
Shared, external IP video storage can immediately address over- or under-provisioning
issues, and reduce wasted retention capacity.
Instead of continuing to over-provision each DVR or NVR, the security practitioner can
purchase the minimum storage for each of the devices to support only the operating
system (OS), and separately add shared, external IP video storage. Some advanced
DVRs and NVRs also employ a feature called “iSCSI Boot”, and do not require even a
single disk drive in the device for the OS. Instead, they can startup and operate from
the shared, external IP video storage.
By pooling storage for multiple DVRs or NVRs with shared, external IP video storage,
security practitioners are able to optimize total retention capacity and utilization.
High utilization with shared IP storage releases the security practitioner from the
constraints faced in allocating the appropriate captive storage capacity for each
individual DVR or NVR.

Consider the example above that demonstrates the advantage of moving to a shared,
external IP video storage solution. The original example of three individual, unprotected
DVRs are on the left. The more efficient shared, external IP storage solution is added on
the right.

www.intransa.com
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In this example, the security professional can cut the total storage purchased by one
third, from 1.5 TB to 1 TB; immediate waste is eliminated yet retention capacity remains
unchanged.
Compared to the earlier example, all three DVRs can now achieve an optimum 75%
utilization rate, and the average and under-utilized storage of DVRs A and C is
completely eliminated. Thus a 1/3 cost savings can easily be achieved simply by
eliminating over-provisioning and without looking at the other cost benefits of shared,
external IP storage.
Should additional retention be required, the shared, external IP video storage solution
can respond quickly with instant provisioning of available storage. Retention capacity
can similarly be easily and quickly increased with the non-disruptive addition of another
storage module. New capacity can be added, and be up and running in just a few
minutes without rewiring or halting recording.
Further reduce total storage required, even when advanced RAID protection is included

Some high end DVRs feature RAID protection to ensure non-stop recording in the event
of a disk failure, similar to the capabilities of shared, external IP storage. The most
advanced systems may also feature hot spares just as IP storage does, which are drives
that can automatically take over from a failed drive, improving system reliability and
performance.
Because each stand-alone DVR operates its own fixed, captive disk drives, one drive in
each system must be allocated for RAID protection when operating as stand-alone DVRs.
That means that in a two drive DVR, 50% of the drives are used for RAID. Should five
DVRs be needed for an application, a total of five drives are needed for RAID, reducing
the amount of available storage for video retention dramatically.
RAID OVERHEAD
(# DISKS REQUIRED)
Standard DVR with
fixed, captive storage
DVR with shared IP
storage

1 DVR

2 DVRs

3 DVRs

4 DVRs

5 DVRs

1

2

3

4

5

1

1

1

1

1

In a shared, external IP storage system, one disk drive is used in the same manner for
RAID protection. A DVR with external, shared storage would need one drive for RAID
just like the traditional, fixed captive storage DVR would. But when a second, third,
fourth, fifth or more DVRs are added, only the one original disk drive is required for
RAID. This greatly reduces the amount of storage capacity needed because it does not
need to be used for RAID overhead.
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When a DVR has a hot spare capability, not only is one drive required for RAID, but a
second disk drive is used for the spare. This means that with one DVR, two drives would
be needed – one for RAID, one as a hot spare. For two DVRs, each would give up two
drives to this overhead, for four drives in total. For five, it would be ten drives used for
RAID and spares.

RAID + SPARE DRIVE
OVERHEAD
(# DISKS REQUIRED)
Standard DVR with fixed,
captive storage
DVR with shared IP
storage

1 DVR

2 DVRs

3 DVRs

4 DVRs

5 DVRs

2

4

6

8

10

2

2

2

2

2

With the same DVRs connected to a shared, external IP storage system, one disk drive is
used for RAID, and one as a global hot spare. So for support of one DVR, two drives in
total would be needed for overhead, just like in the traditional DVR with fixed, captive
storage model. But when a second, third, fourth, fifth or more DVRs are added, still only
two drives are needed for this overhead.
This again greatly reduces the total amount of storage required with shared, external IP
storage over stand-alone DVR fixed, captive storage.

www.intransa.com
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Reason 3: Non-disruptive IP video storage upgrades
Many DVRs and NVRs can be upgraded with additional fixed, captive DAS storage to
increase recording capacity and retention periods.
However, most require recording to be stopped and the entire system to be shut down
when additional disk drives are added. This is referred to as a disruptive upgrade,
because during the upgrade period no recording or playback is possible.

Shared, external IP video storage eliminates this issue and allows recording to continue
unabated once installed. The best shared, external IP storage can typically be installed
in just a few minutes.
With shared, external IP video storage, additional capacity modules can be added that
are immediately available to connected DVRs and NVRs in a completely non-disruptive
manner, and without impacting recording or playback.

www.intransa.com
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Once a shared, external IP storage system is installed, additional cameras, storage, DVRs
or NVRs can be added without ever shutting down. This non-disruptive upgrade
approach can improve system uptime and reduce support issues.

www.intransa.com
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Reason 4: Eliminate risk of moving to IP while leveraging the benefits
It is impossible to dispute that IP offers significant potential benefit to physical security. These
benefits have been well documented, ranging from open architectures that end the monopoly
of single vendor solution choices for life safety, access control, physical security, video
surveillance, etc., to lower costs and easier installation, and the reduced administration and
support that open standards bring.







Open architectures offer support for
multiple vendor products for wider
choices, best-of-breed solutions
New capabilities, features &
applications
Lower purchase & operational cost
Easier Installation
Easier operation & administration

Above: IP offers much more than a cabling change. Coax cable shown on left. Ethernet/IP
cabling shown on right.
But physical security is a naturally conservative, risk adverse marketplace. In some cases
security practitioners have been leery of moving from familiar and proven analog technologies
to IP. This in part has been due to the potential for disruption and failed migration attempts in a
technology that, while well proven in IT, is relatively new to the physical security market.

CHALLENGES OF MOVING TO IP






Impact on existing infrastructure
Risk of installing new IP technology for first time
Selecting new IP solution vs familiar analog equivalents
Requirement for a full rip-&-replace deployment
Learning curve for new IP technology

Shared, external IP video storage is an ideal solution for eliminating much of the risk of moving
to IP. It allows a gradual migration to the IP space by creating a mixed analog/digital
environment, instead of forcing a disruptive move to an all-IP environment that would displace
existing technology and infrastructure. This hybrid analog/digital architecture, with IP storage
as the foundation, is very useful as an entry into IP benefits.
By adding shared, external IP storage, individual solution components ranging from megapixel IP
network cameras, NVRs, access control and life safety systems, etc. can all be used in this
controlled environment to model and test behavior. At the same time, existing analog systems
www.intransa.com
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including surveillance cameras and DVRs can continue to be used and can be integrated with the
new digital environment, protecting infrastructure investments.
Need a new surveillance
system? An accepted practice
within physical security has
been to buy the entire system
from a single vendor.
Security practitioners often
had to choose from one
solution that was better in one
area, but not as good as
another solution in a separate
function. Picking the best
compromise was the usual
choice.

One of the major strengths of IP is the ability to use multiple vendor solutions. By being able to
select one vendor for each component, best-of-breed products can form a complete, nocompromise solution. Security practitioners can select the cameras, analytics, DVRs, NVRs,
video management software and related IP-based products of their choice, instead of selecting a
system that meets only one of several of their requirements well.

www.intransa.com
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In the preceding example, three complete vendor solutions are offered supporting NVRs (in blue
box). But with standard IP-based products, the security practitioner can choose instead to select
best-of-breed products from each vendor. Instead of compromising with a single vendor offering
that isn’t best in every category, you can create an optimal configuration.
Additional features such as access control and life safety can also be added in this manner; there
are many more vendor choices than what is shown in this simplified model. Fixed, captive DVR
storage is restricted to single purpose use, and can not be used in this way.
The one drawback to this model is that security practitioners and/or their security integrator
will be called upon to ensure that the various vendor products that they select will function
correctly over IP. Many are not willing to take on this understandably challenging task.
Again, shared, external IP video storage is the answer. By selecting a vendor who demonstrates
that they understand the difference between IT and video surveillance storage, and between
captive and shared storage, security practitioners are able to minimize risk of interoperability.
Intransa Security-Grade certification helps to eliminate much of the risk, since nearly 100
physical security and IT applications have completed testing through the StorAlliance
Technology Lab program.

www.intransa.com
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Certification helps eliminate most of the risk of moving to IP. Adding a physical-security
friendly interface goes even further, shortening the learning curve and eliminating the
need to become an IT storage or networking expert to enjoy the benefits of IP storage.

www.intransa.com
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Intransa offers the Video Storage Administrator, which allows the setup and ongoing
administration of IP storage in terms of resolution, retention, compression, frame size,
frame rate, number of cameras, recording rate, etc. instead of complicated IT
terminology.

www.intransa.com
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Reason 5: Extend retention periods indefinitely
With DVRs and NVRs, maximum storage capacity is typically limited to the number of
internal and external disk drives that the device will support in the enclosure or in a
limited number of external enclosures. This limitation varies by model and
manufacturer.
Adding a disk drive is typically much less expensive than buying an entire DVR or NVR.
As disk drives are added to each DVR, retention can be increased until the maximum
capacity of the device is reached.

In the example, a typical DVR configuration may be sufficient for 30 days retention at an
acceptable resolution and frame rate for a specific application. As additional days of
retention, more cameras, higher resolution and frame rates are added, additional disk
drives can be added to DVRs and NVRs until the maximum system capacity is reached.
www.intransa.com
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However, there is virtually no retention limitation when using sharing, external IP video
storage.
The best IP video storage can start with as little as 2 TB (2,000 GB) of retention, and
grow modularly as needed up to 1,500 TB (1.5 petabytes / 1.5 PB). That is enough
capacity for maximum resolution, frame rate and a year or more of retention for one, a
few, or a few thousand cameras. The key is to not have to buy an entire, expensive
solution before it is needed. Being able to easily and affordably upgrade from a basic
system supporting a single DVR and a handful of cameras systems that support multiple
devices with increased retention requirements ensures that the right IP video storage
solution has been selected.
In this example,
external IP storage
can support a single
DVR… or multiple
DVRs and NVRs
simultaneously.
With the increased
storage capacity and
high utilization of
external IP storage
upgrades compared
to individual islands
of storage in DVRs,
and NVRs, less
storage is needed to
accomplish
increased
retention periods of
a year or more.

Starting with support for a single DVR, additional retention can be easily plugged in with
shared, external IP video storage.
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In this example, one or more
DVRs and NVRs can add storage
to provide years worth of
retention or to support
additional cameras, higher
resolution, higher frame rates
and megapixel cameras as
needed.
Additional retention is easily
added, without re-cabling, to
the external IP video storage.
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Reason 6: Enhance reliability
Entry DVRs often lack reliability features build into their design. This can impact the
overall reliability of the surveillance system, leading to lost video or halted recording at
critical times. When most surveillance video was recorded by VCRs to tape, it was
accepted that video loss happened, but no longer.

Above: Two individual DVRs, each with its own fixed, captive storage for video recording
and playback from attached analog cameras.
Today, new demands on video surveillance systems typically find any video loss
unacceptable. Some applications, such as casino operations, can be forced to shut
down when active video monitoring fails, costing the business significant lost income.
And many other organizations are at some degree of risk without video coverage.

Above: In a DVR when a fixed, captive disk drive or other key component fails, recording
typically stops and video may be lost and unrecoverable.
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Shared, external IP video storage solutions help eliminate lost video and enhance the
overall system reliability for most DVRs and NVRs. This is accomplished by incorporating
a number of advanced protection techniques and technologies in conjunction with one
another.
RAID
One technology that higher end DVRs and NVRs are more commonly offering is RAID
(Redundant Array of Independent Disks).
RAID is a data protection technology commonly used in IT. RAID protection typically can
protect against one or more disk drives failing within a period of time, without losing the
video recorded.
Thanks to RAID protection, the reliability of the storage used in the shared, external IP
storage solution is far superior to the captive, fixed storage found in DVRs. The
inferiority of captive DVR/NVR storage is not caused by the quality of the disk drives, but
by the lack of RAID protection.
RELIABILITY
(MTBF)
Standard DVR with
fixed, captive storage
DVR with shared IP
storage

1 DVR

2 DVRs

3 DVRs

4 DVRs

5 DVRs

80,000

40,000

26,666

20,000

16,000

1,000,000

1,000,000

220,000

220,000

500,000

Consider the above example. For a popular DVR model from a leading manufacturer
(same as used in reason 1) that is not equipped with RAID 5, Mean Time Between
Failures (MTBF) measured in hours of use, is shown in the “captive” line for 1 through 5
DVRs. These are the industry standard time estimates that disk drives will operate
before having a failure that results in video loss. Note that as DVRs are added, the MTBF
decreases due to the number of additional disk drives.
By comparison, the MTBF for a shared, external IP storage solution (EdgeBlock used in
the example for consistency) in the “shared” line, shows that RAID provides dramatically
improved uptime over that of traditional, unprotected DVR storage. This improved
uptime is immediately enjoyed by the DVR when connected to the shared, external IP
storage, even though it does not have it’s own RAID capability when in a stand-alone
configuration.
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Want to learn more about RAID?
Common levels of this protection technology are RAID 1, 5, 6 and 10. RAID 5 is widely
considered the best mix of performance, overhead and protection for applications such
as video surveillance.
There are many white papers and articles that explain RAID in detail. For a primer on
RAID that appeared on SecurityInfoWatch.com and reviews the technology exclusively
from a video surveillance storage perspective, see the article “Understanding RAID
Systems for Surveillance Storage, A tutorial on RAID data storage architectures, and how
they apply to video surveillance” at http://tinyurl.com/22pyrm.
RAID has a corresponding performance and overhead impact, requiring a percentage of
available storage used for this protection, and thus lower end DVRs often do not
incorporate this feature or only offer a basic version.
Shared, external IP video storage often offers a better RAID protection, because it can
share the overhead impact among multiple disk drives and not just those supporting an
individual DVR or NVR. This can greatly reduce the impact on the video recording,
freeing up large amount of storage for retention and thus reducing the total storage
needed. This in turn can further reduce surveillance system cost.
High Availability and Hot Swap Devices
Many DVRs and NVRs are designed around standard architectures. When a critical
component fails in a standard architecture, such as a disk drive or power supply, the
entire system may stop recording and thus lose video coverage since there is no “fail
over” to a backup component.
Highly reliable or high availability architectures in shared, external IP storage can
eliminate this risk of lost video.
For systems supporting one or a few DVRs and corresponding cameras, selecting a
shared, external IP video storage system that offers hot-swap disk drives is often an
ideal solution. The disks used in the storage system can be replaced without losing
video or having recording stop. Best of all, if spare drives are on hand, an expensive
service call can be avoided because virtually no training is needed to identify and swap
out a failed drive. Most DVRs and many NVRs do not offer this hot-swap capability,
negatively impacting uptime, retention and support costs even when equipped with
RAID.
As retention needs grow to support more cameras, NVRs and DVRs, fully fault tolerant
configurations of external IP upgrades with redundant power supplies, fans, data paths
and network interfaces can further increase the overall reliability of the system.
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Reason 7: Eliminate need for offline storage
DVRs and NVRs are typically limited in internal and external storage capacity. This
capacity may have proven to be sufficient for normal day-to-day operation. However
when longer retention periods are needed or additional cameras with higher resolution
and increased frame rates are added to the infrastructure, security practitioners are
often forced to export video to CD, DVD or tape.
This export of video to an offline source means that the correct media must be located,
retrieved and either loaded or restored before it can be used. Similar to VCR-based
video surveillance systems, this offline media must be kept in a secure storage location.
This risks human or technical errors on top of the inconvenience of not having the video
immediately available.
Shared, external IP video storage can eliminate most or all of the requirements for
offline storage and its inherent risks and issues. Data bunkering, a central or offsite
repository of video, is a concept common in IT that is now available for physical security
thanks to shared, external IP video storage.
Some shared, external IP storage starts with as little at 2 TB (2,000 GB) of retention
capacity. That may be ideal for a single store, bank branch, or restaurant, with a single
DVR or for recording directly from IP cameras, and perhaps 30 days of retention.
Video can be regularly uploaded to a central video repository or data bunker location
from multiple remote surveillance sites or systems, eliminating the need for offline
storage or backups at the individual sites. This not only reduces complexity and the risk
of human error, but can greatly reduce the cost and amount of retention capacity
purchased for each location.
To see how this works, consider the following example.
For a retail environment such as retail banking or a store chain, individual locations are
equipped with video systems that hold a small amount of video retention capability,
typically 2TB. That is typically enough for a day or a week of retention, varying by the
number and type of cameras connected, and the related resolution, frame rate, and
compression selected. For increased retention requirements, additional capacity could
be added to the IP storage.
With an IP video storage solution, the locally-recorded video can be uploaded to the
central repository or data bunker over a network.
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A process called store-and-forward allows the video to be uploaded electronically over a
data network, without making a manual, physical copy on CD, DVD or tape. This
uploading typically occurs during off-peak times for the individual location.
The uploaded video can be viewed, analyzed or otherwise processed as needed once
stored to the centralized data bunker, from anywhere with authorized web access.

Once the video is uploaded to the central repository or data bunker site, it remains
available as long as needed for instant playback, video analysis or any number of
application needs. Yet it is also protected and secure without need for multiple backup
copies held at various individual locations.
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Reason 8: Reduce maintenance and administration
DVRs and increasingly NVRs are well proven technology, used throughout the video
surveillance industry. But many DVRs and NVRs can be maintenance and administrative
headaches. Shared, external IP video storage can lessen or eliminate many of these
challenges and related costs.
Security integrators and some manufacturers confirm that the majority of support and
maintenance issues that they deal with are directly attributable to disk drive failures in
the DVR system.
When a disk drive fails in a typical DVR, the entire system may stop recording. A service
call may be necessary in order to replace either the drive or the entire DVR, with
subsequent delays and lost video. This is especially true since few DVRs offer hot-swap
disk drives.
In some DVRs, the same drive that contains the operating system is also used to record
video. This not only increases the activity on the drive that can risk further failures, but
can result in all recording being lost on the drive as a result.
USABILITY
Standard DVR with
fixed, captive storage
DVR with shared IP
storage

1 DVR
Manage
many
Manage
one

2 DVRs
Manage
many
Manage
one

3 DVRs
Manage
many
Manage
one

4 DVRs
Manage
many
Manage
one

5 DVRs
Manage
many
Manage
one

When individual stand-alone DVRs are used, disk storage in each system must be
allocated for each of the DVRs. This ranges from setting up storage, adding more
capacity, and to monitoring for alerts.
With the same DVRs connected to a shared, external IP storage solution, all of the
management functions can be resolved to a single management station and view,
allowing on-the-fly changes. A graphical user interface (GUI)-based administration tool,
common in the best shared, external IP can further reduce staff burden.
Often, DVRs issue an alert only to the management station connected to the system
when a failure occurs. If the system is unattended or the operator otherwise occupied,
the alert may not reach the operator in time to be aware of the failure and arrange for a
service call to the failed DVR before significant video is lost.
By implementing shared, external IP video storage, all drives used for recording are
immediately supported by hot-swap drives. Should a drive fail, it can be immediately
swapped out by the operator without the need for a service call.
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With the advanced RAID data protection that shared, external IP video storage offers,
recording does not stop in the event of a disk failure. The video that was contained on
the disk drive is rebuilt from the remaining drives in the RAID group while recording
continues. And no video is ever lost.
The best shared, external IP video storage solutions also provide management station
alerts combined with “call home” email or web alerts. These notification methods are
utilized when potential problems are detected, such as a disk failure or the video feed
stopping from one or more channels. The operator, supporting dealer or integrator, and
any desired others can be notified immediately in this manner.
Shared, external IP storage upgrades can also be managed remotely, via IP and the
Intranet, with proper security authorization. This can eliminate the need for on-site
staff in smaller or remote locations, without impacting the quality of the surveillance
while cutting costs.
All of these features greatly reduce the management and administration burden on the
security practitioner, and can simultaneously reduce maintenance and support cost.
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Reason 9: Leverage existing infrastructure
Security practitioners have the opportunity to choose to install all-IP solutions for their
physical security solutions, including video surveillance, for new buildings or projects.
Many solutions offered to security practitioners to upgrade existing physical security
solutions to IP do not account for existing infrastructure, and assume that all will be
replaced. Since that in-place infrastructure represents a significant financial investment
to an organization, this is a limiting factor to many security practitioners that want to
make the transition to IP for its potential benefits.
Shared, external IP video storage can be an excellent solution, allowing the existing
physical security infrastructure to be utilized, while delivering the benefits of IP.
Virtually all existing infrastructure can continue to be used when an upgrade is applied.
This includes DVRs, analog cameras, video management systems, video analytics
systems, physical security information management systems, administration and
management procedures, and even existing cabling.

Above: By adding an IP storage solution, existing infrastructure can continue to be used,
while new devices that support IP and bring lower costs and other benefits can be added.
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The resulting system is a hybrid or mixed analog/digital solution that will continue to
support the existing infrastructure, while supporting new IP based devices as well.
This means that IP network cameras, NVRs and virtually all physical security IP-based
technology ranging from life safety through access control can leverage the storage
system and the IP infrastructure risk free.
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Reason 10: Support new applications
Not long ago, physical security was pretty much the exclusive user of video surveillance
systems. Video surveillance was typically only used for internal security, life safety and
deterrence purposes. Non-security uses typically were too expensive with analog
technology to deploy for other applications.
However, with the introduction of IP technologies, many new business applications are
able to leverage the power of video surveillance. More powerful megapixel cameras,
video analytics, and similar IP solutions allow areas like retail and hospitality, traffic,
quality control and supply chain, human resources and other monitoring and analysis
functions to benefit.

Above: Video surveillance and other applications require storage. While DVRs are
single-purpose storage devices, shared, external IP storage is not, and many other
applications can be deployed on or take advantage of IP storage.

This broadening of surveillance applications has brought significant new value to
security practitioners beyond the physical security function. Practitioners remain the
experts in video, and are often called upon for their expertise to support these new
areas.
As a result, security’s value has visibly increased in many organizations, moving from its
perception as a necessary cost center to being valued for its contribution to the business
or organization.
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Above: Some of the many applications that can leverage IP infrastructure go well
beyond video surveillance.

The IP infrastructure can also be used to support IT and other applications, something
not possible with single-purpose DVR storage. This can greatly reduce cost and
complexity by sharing resources much more effectively.
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Reason 11: Optimize performance
Storage is not only the weakest point in a DVR in terms of expansion and system
reliability, it is also often a performance bottleneck.
DVR performance is often limited by fixed, captive storage. This can lead to limits to the
actual number of cameras a DVR can support, regardless of number of channels
available. It also can limit resolution and frame rate.
While storage performance in DVRs is adequate for many situations, it is nowhere near
the performance possible with shared, external IP video storage, which opens up new
opportunities for additional applications and reduced costs.
Using the same major-manufacturer midrange DVR used in Reason 1’s comparisons as a
stand-along DVR or with Intransa EdgeBlock, this performance impact can be easily
demonstrated.
The following DVR is equipped with 16 channels, and 2 TB of fixed, internal storage and
is shown in the “captive config” line.

The “shared config” line refers to the same DVR, but connected to EdgeBlock shared,
external IP storage.
The example shows that performance per DVR remains constant as more DVR systems
are added, since performance, throughput and capacity cannot be shared outside the
device. In the case of shared configurations, however, capacity can be shared as needed,
and overall performance increased thanks to the performance advantages of the
EdgeBlock IP storage.
In many entry level and midrange DVRs (like the example above), even when there are
multiple drives within the unit, only one drive can be recorded to at any given time.
This often is a direct limit on the performance of the DVR or Hybrid DVR since it is tied
to that write activity, regardless of the available power of the system’s CPU.
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In the example below, DVRs may have multiple disk drives, but video is still written to
one drive at a time, limiting the performance of the individual DVR system.
When using external IP storage, however, DVRs and NVRs are able to take advantage of
not only storage pooling for consolidation (Reason 1), but also disk level striping.

In the next example, disk striping is used to share the read/write load across multiple
disk drives simultaneously to greatly improve performance. The system is no longer
restricted to writing to a single disk at one time, which eliminates a common
performance barrier.
Left: Writing to
multiple disks
simultaneously with
external IP storage
greatly improves
performance. RAID
0 or “disk striping” is
common in IT
applications and is
now available to
video surveillance
systems.
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Striping is a proven IT storage technology (referred to as RAID 0) that can dramatically
increase performance. Striping writes across multiple drives, reducing the total write
time significantly and reducing the impact of low DVR write speeds.
This is similar to software-based, Open NVR systems which are often based on a
standard server platform with similar performance. In theory many are capable of
supporting 32, 64 or more channels, However, often the server platform on which the
NVR software runs is not able to match expected performance of the software.
The result is that the underlying server platform for many NVRs may not be able to
support the maximum number of cameras listed in their specifications. This issue is
eliminated when a shared, IP storage system is added.
Higher-end, more expensive DVRs often offer striping (RAID 0) capability for improved
performance. They do offer better individual DVR recording throughput as a result, but
performance still cannot be shared across other DVRs.

Above: Multiple high-end DVRs are deployed with support for disk striping and individual
throughput of 200 IPS each, with no aggregation benefit.
In comparison, all DVRs benefit from faster performance with shared, external IP
storage. From the earlier example, entry, mid-range or high-end DVRs all can share the
improved storage performance of IP storage when needed, with a total of 1,400 IPS
capability available with the same 5 DVRs.

Above: 5 DVRs with low, medium or high end features can all benefit from the
performance of shared, external IP storage.
Thus, less expensive DVRs receive advanced features normally only found in high-end
DVRs are at a premium price.
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Reason 12: Enable migration from DVRs to NVRs
While approximately 70% or more of the video surveillance systems in use today are
deployed with DVRs, the rapid growth in adoption of IP network cameras is pushing
more security practitioners to move to NVRs.

In addition to supporting IP network cameras, NVRs have many potential advantages
over typical DVRs. These include multiple megapixel camera support, video analytics
integration, higher performance, and new applications supported on IP.
Many security practitioners are considering NVRs for new applications while retaining
their existing DVRs and analog infrastructure for current system use.

Concerns over implementation, costs, learning curve and potential risk have led some
security practitioners to delay adding NVRs to their environment, despite the known
advantages.
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Many security practitioners are planning to move their primary recording environments
from DVR-based systems to NVRs.
Some NVRs operate on more powerful platforms than are commonly found in DVRs,
using higher performing server technology rather than standard PC components. As
such, some NVRs feature higher bandwidth and performance to enable support of
many IP network and megapixel cameras. Many also include features such as additional
storage capacity and hot-swap disk drives, and the highest end NVRs often include RAID
and fault tolerance features for data protection.
Not only does shared, external IP video storage eliminate many DVR problems, but they
also remove the need for replacing the DVRs to upgrade to NVRs. Instead, both
technologies are able to use the same IP storage system simultaneously.
Security practitioners are able to simply add NVRs and begin using the same shared IP
storage pool. Thus, moving to shared, external IP video storage ensures that existing
analog infrastructure can be fully utilized, even as new NVR technology is added, for full
investment protection.
Shared External IP Storage Ideal for Migrating From DVR to NVR Technology




Create a mixed analog/digital environment
Share storage between NVRs & DVRs simultaneously
Continue to leverage & use proven analog DVR systems & technology, &
gradually introduce new NVR/IP/digital solutions for their benefits
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Part Two: Conclusions
This document has provided twelve reasons to consider shared, external IP storage for
your existing surveillance deployment or for your next project.
Reason 1: Reduce the cost of video surveillance for one or more DVRs
Reason 2: Reduce total storage required
Reason 3: Non-disruptive IP video storage upgrades
Reason 4: Eliminate risk of moving to IP, while leveraging the benefits
Reason 5: Extend retention periods indefinitely
Reason 6: Enhance reliability
Reason 7: Eliminate need for offline storage
Reason 8: Reduce maintenance and administration
Reason 9: Leverage existing infrastructure
Reason 10: Support new applications
Reason 11: Optimize performance
Reason 12: Enable migration from DVRs to NVRs
To summarize, costs can be reduced for video surveillance systems with just one DVR,
and grow as more DVRs, NVRs and cameras are added.

Because of the advanced storage management capabilities built into the best IP
solutions, the total storage required can be greatly reduced over that of traditional DVRs
with captive, fixed storage.
Yet shared, external IP storage can offer nearly unlimited, affordable growth for
increased retention, as well as recording at maximum resolution and frame rate from
both analog and IP cameras.
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Advanced features like non-disruptive storage upgrades, enhanced reliability, reduced
maintenance and administration, and optimized performance also cut costs and
decrease the management burden of the security practitioner.
By eliminating the risk of moving to IP with multi-vendor certification and producing a
mixed analog-digital environment, security practitioners do not have to move
immediately to an all-IP environment to get IP benefits. Thus they are able to avoid the
potential risk and cost of rip-and-replace solutions. By leveraging existing surveillance
infrastructure, and enabling the migration from DVRs to NVRs, shared, external IP
upgrades offer many additional benefits.
And because shared, external IP storage is multi-functional in nature, unlike the single
purpose storage found in DVRs, physical security applications like life safety, access
control, physical security information systems and non-security apps can all leverage the
storage system.
Shared, external IP storage solutions address all of these benefits, and many more.
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About Intransa
Intransa provides affordable, scalable and dependable IP storage. Intransa solutions are
designed specifically for use as shared, external video retention capacity for DVRs,
Hybrid DVRs, NVRs, or as all-IP video surveillance storage system platforms. Intransa IP
storage is cost effective for a surveillance system using a single DVR, with benefits and
savings growing as more DVRs, NVRs, surveillance cameras and other devices are added.
Intransa external video storage is based on our proven IP SAN
storage system, ideal for use as an edge recording platform or
as the primary video storage platform for surveillance
deployments. Intransa IP storage has been certified through
our Security-Grade IP Video Storage program with nearly 100
physical security and IT products for risk-free integration.
The integrated Video Storage Administrator (VSA) functionality of StorStac allows nonstorage experts to get the most out of their Intransa IP storage, and dramatically
reduces the learning curve to get maximum benefit from our IP storage solutions.
The Intransa Video
Storage Administrator
(VSA) provides the
ability to set up and
administer storage in
physical security terms
such as resolution,
compression, frame
rate, number of
cameras and desired
retention, not
complicated IT
terminology.
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Unlike captive, fixed storage in DVRs or standard IT workload storage sometimes found
with NVR systems, Intransa shared, external IP storage is optimized for video workloads.
This video optimization also eliminates performance problems related to disk
fragmentation found in general purpose IT storage and allows higher utilization which
can lessen the total amount of storage required.
Intransa scalable IP storage solutions scale modularly from 2TB of IP storage, suitable for
a few cameras and DVRs for a month of retention. Intransa StorStac Systems grow to
more than 1,500TB with modular upgrades to support thousands of cameras and
hundreds of DVRs or NVRs, delivering months or years of retention at maximum
resolution and frame rate. Performance can be similarly scaled, allowing faster
recording and support for many more devices.

With Intransa StorStac’s fault tolerant architecture, enterprise-grade components and
hot swap capabilities, system administration and ongoing maintenance is simplified and
greatly reduced with all Intransa IP SAN storage systems.
Intransa IP storage is also proven for standard IT applications like storage consolidation
and virtualization for “Green IT” needs, with support for both 1 and 10GbE IP interfaces.
Some users chose leverage Intransa’s IT-grade features as well, including DynaStac Thin
Provisioning, StorAR Asynchronous Replication, RAID 0, 1, 5, 6, and 10 support,
StorCluster N+1 Clustering and Failover, StorStac Snapshot, Global Sparing, Dynamic
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Load Balancing, Non-disruptive Upgrades, call home support, and the powerful
StorManager graphical user interface (GUI) and integrated command line interface (CLI).
Intransa believes in the power of partnership and alliances, and has funded the
StorAlliance Technology Lab to ensure that the promise of IP is delivered in real world
solutions. The lab certifies IT products through the Intransa 10GbE IP SAN Certified
program and the Security-Grade IP Video Storage Certified program for physical security.

Through the StorAlliance program and other real-world test environments such as the
GSO 2010 (www.gsoevents.com) conference series, security practitioner participants get
to perform hands-on testing with multiple IP systems from a dozen or more vendors all
using Intransa IP storage, shared, external IP storage simultaneously. Intransa storage
and upgrades are tested in real world conditions before reaching customers.
Physical security applications like life safety, access control, physical security
information systems and IP devices ranging from surveillance cameras through to card
readers, slot machines and retail systems can all benefit from using the Intransa shared,
external IP storage solution.
IT vendors certified include those offering operating systems, email, relational
databases, ILM, CDP, HSM, VTL, backup and recovery, data warehousing, data mining,
clustered file systems, network attached storage, and server and storage consolidation.
Participants include Microsoft, with the first IP storage to be certified with 10GbE
interfaces supporting Microsoft Exchange 2007, and VMware ESX virtualization.
Only vendor products that have been tested in a similar manner can be considered as
low risk for physical security applications, in addition to demonstrating real-world
customer deployments.
Intransa believes in standards for the good of the industry and our customers. As such
we also are members and supporters of key industry associations, including the Security
Industry Association (SIA), the Storage Networking Industry Association (SNIA) and its
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Green Storage Initiative, and the Green Grid for green IT. Intransa employees are also
members and participants in important professional associations, including ASIS
International and its Physical Security Council.

Intransa Security-Grade IP Video Storage is available from Intransa StorPartner
integrators and dealers worldwide. To learn more, contact Intransa or an Intransa
StorPartner.

Intransa, Inc.
Corporate Headquarters
2870 Zanker Road, Suite 200, San Jose, CA 95134-2114
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